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Abstract. Cryptographic algorithms embedded on physical devices are
particularly vulnerable to Side Channel Analysis (SCA). The most common countermeasure for block cipher implementations is masking, which
randomizes the variables to be protected by combining them with one
or several random values. In this paper, we propose an original masking
scheme based on Shamir’s Secret Sharing scheme [22] as an alternative
to Boolean masking. We detail its implementation for the AES using
the same tool than Rivain and Prouﬀ in CHES 2010 [16]: multi-party
computation. We then conduct a security analysis of our scheme in order to compare it to Boolean masking. Our results show that for a given
amount of noise the proposed scheme - implemented to the ﬁrst order provides the same security level as 3rd up to 4th order boolean masking,
together with a better eﬃciency.
Keywords: Side Channel Analysis (SCA), Masking, AES Implementation, Shamir’s Secret Sharing, Multi-party computation.

1

Introduction

Side Channel Analysis is a cryptanalytic method in which an attacker analyzes
the side channel leakage (e.g. the power consumption, . . . ) produced during the
execution of a cryptographic algorithm embedded on a physical device. SCA
exploits the fact that this leakage is statistically dependent on the intermediate
variables that are involved in the computation. Some of these variables are called
sensitive in that they are related to a secret data (e.g. the key) and a known
data (e.g. the plain text), and recovering information on them therefore enables
eﬃcient key recovery attacks [11,3,8].
The most common countermeasure to protect implementations of block ciphers
against SCA is to use masking techniques [4,9] to randomize the sensitive variables. The principle is to combine one or several random values, called masks,
with every processed sensitive variable. Masks and masked variables propagate
throughout the cipher in such a way that any intermediate variable is independent of any sensitive variable. This method ensures that the leakage at an instant
t is independent of any sensitive variable, thus rendering SCA diﬃcult to perform. The masking can be improved by increasing the number of random masks
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that are used per sensitive variable. A masking that involves d random masks is
called a dth -order masking and can always be theoretically broken by a (d + 1)th order SCA, namely an SCA that targets d + 1 intermediate variables at the
same time [13,21,18]. However, the noise eﬀects imply that the complexity of a
dth -order SCA increases exponentially with d in practice [4]. The dth -order SCA
resistance (for a given d) is thus a good security criterion for implementations
of block ciphers. In [17] Rivain and Prouﬀ give a general method to implement
a dth -order masking scheme to the AES using secure Multi-Party Computation.
Instead of looking for perfect theoretical security against dth -order SCA as done
in [17], an alternative approach consists in looking for practical resistance to
these attacks. It may for instance be observed that the eﬃciency of higher-order
SCA is related to the way the masks are introduced to randomize sensitive variables. The most widely studied masking schemes are based on Boolean masking
where masks are introduced by exclusive-or (XOR). First order boolean masking
enables securing implementations against ﬁrst-order SCA quite eﬃciently[1,16].
It is however especially vulnerable to higher-order SCA [13] due to the intrinsic
physical properties of electronic devices. Other masking schemes may provide
better resistance against these attacks using various operations to randomize
sensitive variables. This approach will be further investigated in this paper.
Related work. In [25,6], the authors propose to use an aﬃne function instead of
just XOR to mask sensitive variables, thus improving the security of the scheme
for a low complexity overhead. However, this countermeasure is developed only
to the 1th order and it is not clear how it can be extended to higher orders.
In [10,16] the authors explain how to use secure Multi-Party Computation to
process the cipher on shared variables. They use a sharing scheme based on
XOR, implementing boolean masking to any order to secure the AES block
cipher. At last, in [19], Prouﬀ and Roche give a hardware oriented glitch free
way to implement block ciphers using Shamir’s Secret Sharing scheme and BenOr et al. secure multi-party computation [2] protocol operating on 2d + 1 shares
to thwart d-th order SCA.
Our contribution. In this paper, we propose to combine both approaches in implementing a masking scheme based upon Shamir’s Secret Sharing scheme [22],
called SSS masking and processed using Multi-party Computation methods.
Namely, we present an implementation of the block cipher such that every 8-bit
intermediate result z ∈ GF(256) is manipulated under the form (xi , P (xi ))i=0..d ,
where xi ∈ GF(256)∗ is a random value generated before each new execution of
the algorithm and P (X) ∈ GF(256)[X] is a polynomial of degree d such that
P (0) = z. Our scheme maintains the same compatibility as Boolean masking
with the linear transformations of the algorithm. Moreover, the fact that the
masks are never processed alone prevents them to be targeted by a higher-order
SCA, thus greatly improves the resistance of the scheme to such attacks.
Organization of the paper. We ﬁst recall Shamir’s secret sharing scheme in Sect. 2.
In Sect. 3, we show how SSS masking can be applied to the AES and give
some implementation results. Sect. 4 analyzes the resistance of our method to
high-order SCA and Sect. 5 concludes the paper.
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Shamir’s Secret Sharing Scheme

In some cryptographic context ones may need to share a secret between (at
least) d users without any k < d users being able to recover the secret alone.
In [22] Shamir exposes the problematic and gives a secret sharing scheme using
polynomial interpolation as a recovery mean. Namely, every user has a pair
(xi , P (xi ))xi =0 , where P is a polynomial of degree k, and the secret is given by
P (0). In this conﬁguration, one needs at least k + 1 shares to recover P , then
P (0). We recall hereafter the sharing and reconstruction algorithms for a value of
k = d − 1, operating on n-bits words. With these parameters, in order to share a
secret a0 into d shares, one needs to choose d − 1 random numbers (ad−1 , . . . , a1 )
to construct the polynomial P (x) = ad−1 · xd−1 + ad−2 · xd−2 + · · · + a1 · x + a0 .
Every share i is then given by (xi , yi ) where yi = P (xi ), and the xi ’s are all
distinct and non-zero. Formally we have Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1. Shamir’s Secret Sharing scheme
Input: A secret a0 , random values (xi )i=0..d−1
Output: Shares (xi , yi )i=0..d−1
1. (ai )i=1..d−1 ← Rand(n)
2. for i = 0 to d do
3.

yi ← ad−1 · xd−1
+ ad−2 · xd−2
+ · · · + a1 · xi + a0
i
i

4. return (xi , yi )i=0..d−1

The reconstruction step is directly derived from polynomial interpolation and
proceeds as follows:
d

y i · βi
(1)
a0 =
0

where each βi is a precomputed value such that βi =

d

j=0,j=i

3

−xj
.
xi − xj

Higher Order Masking of AES

The AES block cipher iterates a round transform composed of four stages:
AddRoundKey, ShiftRows, MixColumn and SubByte. In this section we will show
how to securely mask the diﬀerent layers at order d using SSS masking.
3.1

Masking Field Operations

In order to secure the AES there are ﬁve ﬁeld operations that must be protected:
the addition with an unmasked constant, the addition with a masked variable,
the multiplication by a scalar, the square, and the multiplication between two
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shared variables. Moreover, as the AES Sbox is the composition of the inversion
in GF(256) and an aﬃne function modulus the polynomial X 8 + 1, this aﬃne
transform also has to be secured.
Let b be a sensitive variable shared as (xi , yi )i=0..d following Shamir’s secret
sharing scheme. Addition with an unmasked constant u can be directly computed
by XORing u to the second component of the shares, such as:
(xi , yi ) ← (xi , yi ⊕ u).
Let (xi , ui )i=0..d be the shared representation of a variable u. The shared representation of the addition b ⊕ u is obtained as: (xi , yi ) ← (xi , yi ⊕ ui ). Similarly
the multiplication by a scalar p is computed as: (xi , yi ) ← (xi , yi · p).
While working in a ﬁeld of characteristic 2 squaring is GF(256)-linear:
(xi , yi ) ← (x2i , yi2 ). Remark that the coeﬃcient xi = xi . This matter must be
taken in account in the computation as shown in Algorithm 4.
The product of two variables protected by secret sharing cannot be solved with
the linear property of the transformation, as multiplying two polynomials with
the same degree gives a polynomial with degree double of the original polynomial.
Two diﬀerent approaches can be studied. The ﬁrst, developed in [19], is to use
the proven secure multi-party computation scheme of [2] operating on 2d + 1
shares to process the product. However this approach has a very high complexity.
The second possibility is to exploit the context of side channel countermeasure
that allows us to compute values unknown in classical multi-party computation
in order to improve the complexity at the loss of the security proof. We give
Algorithm 2 to compute secure shared ﬁeld multiplication.
Algorithm 2 . Share multiplication SecMult
Input: Shared representation of b, (xi , yi )i=0..d and u, (xi , wi )i=0..d
Output: Shares (xi , yi )i=0..d representing the product of b and u
1. for j = 0 to d do
2.

for k = 0 to d do

3.

zj,k ← yj · wk

4. for i = 0 to d do
⎛ ⎛
5.

(xi , yi )

← ⎝ xi , ⎝

d


j=1 0≤k<j

⎞
(zj,k ⊕ zk,j ) · βj,k (xi )⎠ +

d


⎞
zj,j · βj,j (xi )⎠

j=0

6. return (xi , yi )i=0..d

where the βj,k (xi ) are precomputed values deﬁned as follows.
d

x − xl
Recall that βj (x) =
. We have
xj − xl
l=0,l=j
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βj (x) · βk (x) =
=

d

l=0,l=j
α2d x2d

x − xl
·
xj − xl
+ ··· +

d


x − xm
xk − xm

m=0,m=k
αd xd + · · ·
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(2)

+ α1 x + α0

We then deﬁne βj,k (x) = βk,j (x) = αd xd + · · · + α1 x + α0 .
Proposition 1. Algorithm 2 holds because the
⎧ polynomial
d 
d
⎨ degree(P ) = d

yj · wk · βj,k (x) is such that: P (0) = b · u
P (x) =
⎩
∀x ∈ {xi }i=0..d , P (xi ) = yi
j=0 k=0
Proof. – By construction of the βk,j (x), degree(P ) = d.
– Let b, u be shared respectively in (xi , yi = R(xi )) and (xi , wi = Q(xi )).
d
d
R(x) = 0 yi · βi (x) and b = R(0) and Q(x) = 0 wi · βi (x) and u = Q(0).
As the truncation does not modify the constant term of the polynomial,
P (0) = R(0) · Q(0) = b · u.
– At last, by construction ∀x ∈ {xi }i=0..d ,
yi =

d 
d


yj · wk · βj,k (xi ) = P (xi )

j=0 k=0


Intuitivley, the security of the scheme against k-th order SCA (k ≤ d) is based
on the following points:
– according to polynomial interpolation, one needs at least d + 1 shares to
deﬁne a polynomial of degree d,
– the computation of the βj,k (xi ) is independent of any secret,
– the knowledge of yj · wk does not leak more information on b (resp. u) than
the knowledge of yj (resp. wk ),
However the security proof of Algorithm 2 does not seems to be an easy matter
and is still an open work.
Finally the aﬃne function A involved in the AES Sbox, as if non linear with
respect to the polynomial mask, can nevertheless be implemented using straightforwardly as : (xi , yi ) ← (xi , A(yi )). Indeed, if yi = P (xi ), since A s aﬃne A(P ) is
a polynomial of degree d with A(P (0)) = A(b) and every A(yi ) is the polynomial
value of A(P )(x) in xi .
3.2

Complexity of the Operations

In order to evaluate the complexity overhead of SSS masking with respect to
boolean masking, we compare the complexity of each operation involved in the
AES computation for both kind of masking. As shown in the previous section, the
multiplication between two shared variables is the most consuming operation,
but this is also the case for boolean masking (see [16]). Table 1 resumes the
complexities of both schemes.
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Table 1. Complexity of masked operations

Operation \ Scheme
XOR with a constant
Shared XOR
Scalar Multiplication
Squaring

Boolean Masking [16]
SSS Masking
1 XOR
d + 1 XORs
d + 1 XORs
d + 1 XORs
d + 1 multiplications
d + 1 multiplications
d + 1 squaring
2(d + 1) squaring
2d(d + 1) XORs
d(d + 1)(d + 2) XORs
Shared Field Mult.
d(d + 1)/2 random numbers
(d + 1)2 ﬁeld products
(d + 1)2 (2 + d2 ) ﬁeld products
Sbox Aﬃne transform.
1 XOR
d XORs
d ring products
d ring products

3.3

Masking the Full S-Box

We have deﬁned secure squaring and multiplication in Section 3.1, we then use
the exponentiation algorithm given in [16], and resumed afterward (Algo 3), to
implement the power function involved in the AES S-box.

Algorithm 3 . Secure Exponentiation to the power 254 over GF(28 )
Input: Shared representation of b, (xi , yi )i=0..d
Output: Shares (xi , yi )i=0..d of the value b254
1. for i = 0 to d do(αi , ζi ) ← (x2i , yi2 )
2. (xi , ζi )i ← RefreshMasks((αi , ζi )i , 2)
3. (xi , γi )i ← SecMult((xi , ζi ), (xi , yi ))
4. for i = 0 to d do(αi , δi ) ← (x4i , γi4 )
5. (xi , δi )i ← RefreshMasks((αi , δi )i , 4)
6. (xi , γi )i ← SecMult((xi , γi ), (xi , δi ))
16
7. for i = 0 to d do(αi , γi ) ← (x16
i , γi )

8. (xi , γi )i ← RefreshMasks((αi , γi )i , 16)
9. (xi , γi )i ← SecMult((xi , γi ), (xi , δi ))
10. (xi , yi )i ← SecMult((xi , γi ), (xi , ζi ))
11. return (xi , yi )i=0..d

Here the RefreshMasks operation is needed to ensure the conservation of
the xi ’s during the computation and the independence of the coeﬃcients of the
polynomials before SecMult operation. Formally it follows Algorithm 4.
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Algorithm 4 . RefreshMasks
t

Input: Shared representation of b, (αi , yi )i=0..d , chosen (xi )i=0..d , t such that αi = x2i
Output: Shared representation of b, (xi , yi )i=0..d
1. for i = 0 to d do
t

2.

βi ← βi2

3.

Share yi in (xj , zij ) using Algo 1

4. for i = 0 to d do
5.

(xi , yi ) ←

xi ,

d


βj · zji

j=0

6. return

(xi , yi )i=0..d

Algorithm 4 consists in re-sharing each shares separately using a new random
polynomial, then to reconstruct the original shares to obtain d + 1 shares corresponding to this new polynomial. Eventually the complexity of Algorithm 3 is
resumed in Table 2. As a matter of comparison, we recall hereafter the complexity of Boolean masking as given in [16].
Table 2. Complexity of inversion algorithms
order
XORs
multiplications
ˆ2j
Rand. bytes RAM (bytes)
O1-SSS
36
54
14
6
20
O2-SSS
150
165
21
18
33
Od-SSS 7d3 + 18d2 + 11d 5d3 + 18d2 + 22d + 9 7(d + 1) 3d2 + 3d
d2 + 10d + 9
O1-Bool.
20
16
6
6
7
O2-Bool.
56
36
9
16
12
O3-Bool.
108
64
12
20
18
O4-Bool.
176
100
15
48
25
1 2
Od-Bool.
7d2 + 12d
4d2 + 8d + 4
3(d + 1) 2d2 + 4d
d + 72 d + 3
2

As a matter of fact, the number of operations involved in SSS masking is
larger than that of boolean masking for a given order d, as the number of ﬁeld
multiplications and XOR operations are cubic in the order instead of quadratic
for boolean masking. We can ask ourselves if this observation remains true for a
given security level. This question will be studied in section 4.
3.4

Masking the Whole AES

In the following, we describe how to mask an AES computation at the dth order
using SSS masking. We will assume that the secret key has been previously
masked and that its d+1 shares are provided as input to the algorithm (otherwise
a straightforward 1st-order attack would be possible). At the beginning of the
computation, the state s (holding the plaintext) is split into d+ 1 shares (x0 , y0 ),
(x1 , y1 ), . . . , (xd , yd ) with respect to Shamir’s secret sharing scheme. In the next
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sections, we describe how to perform the diﬀerent AES transformations on the
state shares in order to guarantee the completeness as well as the dth-order
security.
Masking AddRoundKey. The AddRoundKey stage at round r consists in
XORing the rth round key kr to the state. The masked key schedule provides
d + 1 shares (xi , kr,i )i for every round key kr . The XOR operation is then processed as described in section 3.1: M (s ⊕ kr ) → (xi , yi ⊕ kr,i )i=0..d
Masking ShiftRows. As the ShiftRows layer operates on each byte separately
and does not change their value, we have: M (ShiftRows(s)) = ShiftRows(M (s))
Masking MixColumn. Since each output byte of MixColumnsc can be expressed as a linear function of the bytes of the input state over GF(256) we
have:
MixColumnsc (M (s0 ), M (s1 ), M (s2 ), M (s3 )) = (M (s0 ), M (s1 ), M (s2 ), M (s3 )).
This suggests to perform the following steps to securely process MixColumnsc
on the masked representation of the state columns.
⎧

M (s0 ) = (xi , y0,i
) ← (xi , xtimes(y0,i ⊕ y1,i ) ⊕ tmpi ⊕ y0,i )
⎪
⎪
⎨


M (s1 ) = (xi , y1,i
) ← (xi , xtimes(y1,i ⊕ y2,i ) ⊕ tmpi ⊕ y1,i )
(3)


M
(s
)
=
(x
,
y
⎪
i 2,i ) ← (xi , xtimes(y2,i ⊕ y3,i ) ⊕ tmpi ⊕ y2,i )
2
⎪
⎩





M (s3 ) = (xi , y2,i ) ← (xi , y0,i ⊕ y1,i ⊕ y2,i ⊕ tmpi ).
where tmpi = y0,i ⊕ y1,i ⊕ y2,i ⊕ y3,i and where xtimes denotes a look-up table for
the function x → 02·x. The completeness holds because the single operation that
modify the random factors (ai )i=1..d is the xtimes one, and is applied similarly
to each share.
Masking SubByte. The SubBytes transformation consists in applying the AES
S-box S to each byte of the state. In order to mask this transformation, we apply
the secure S-box computation described in Section 3.3 to the (d + 1)-tuple of
every byte shares of the state.
KeySchedule. Finally, since the round key derivation is a composition of the
previous transformations, it can be protected using the exact same methods as
previously described.
Overall Complexity. In order to give an idea of the global complexity of the
scheme, and to compare it to the boolean masking, we give in Table 3 the overall
number of operations involved in the ciphering.
Table 3. Complexity of cipher implementations
Masking XORs/ANDs Table look-ups Random bits RAM (bits) ROM (bits)
1O boolean
17640
16144
16896
312
6128
2O boolean
37800
32272
46080
352
6128
3O boolean
65640
54160
87552
400
6128
1O SSS
31760
37296
16240
400
6128
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Security Analysis

In what follows, we shall consider that an intermediate variable Ui is associated
with a leakage variable Li representing the information leaking about Ui through
side channel. We will assume that the leakage can be expressed as a deterministic
leakage function ϕ of the intermediate variable Ui with an independent additive
noise Bi . Namely, we will assume that the leakage variable Li satisﬁes:
Li = ϕ(Ui ) + Bi .

(4)

In the following, we call dth -order leakage a tuple of d leakage variables Li corresponding to d diﬀerent intermediate variables Ui that jointly depend on some
sensitive variable. As already argued in Sect. 3.4, when an implementation is
correctly protected by SSS masking, no ﬁrst-order leakage of sensitive information occurs. This directly comes from Shamir’s secret sharing scheme security.
In the following we will focus on higher orders attacks against protected implementations, secured by boolean or SSS masking.
4.1

Information Theoretic Analysis

In order to evaluate the information leaked by 1O-SSS masking and to compare
it to that of various orders Boolean masking, we compute, as suggested in [23],
the theoretical mutual information I(S|Ld ) for a class discrete variable S of
the secret, and a d-order leakage Ld , with respect to increasing noise standard
deviation σ. Namely we consider the three following leakages:
– 2nd -order leakage of 1O-Boolean masking with targeted variables (Z⊕m1 , m1 )
– 3rd -order leakage of 2O-Boolean masking with targeted variables (Z ⊕ m1 ⊕
m2 , m1 , m2 )
– 2nd -order leakage of 1O-SSS masking with targeted variables ((x1 , a · x1 ⊕
Z), (x2 , a · x2 ⊕ Z))
The variables Z, m1 , m2 and a are assumed uniformly distributed over GF(256)
and mutually independent, and x1 , x2 are assumed uniformly distributed over
GF(256)∗ with x1 = x2 . For each kind of leakage, we compute the mutual information between Z and the tuple of leakages in the Hamming weight (HW )
model with Gaussian noise: the leakage Li related to a variable Ui is distributed
according to equation (4) with ϕ = HW and Bi ∼ N (0, σ 2 ) (the diﬀerent Bi ’s
are also assumed independent). In this context, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
of the leakage is deﬁned as Var [ϕ(Ui )] /Var [Bi ] = 2/σ 2 .
Fig. 1 shows the mutual information values obtained for each kind of leakage
with respect to an increasing noise standard deviation. These results demonstrate the information leakage reduction implied by the use of SSS masking.
As expected, SSS masking leaks less information than ﬁrst and second order
Boolean masking for the considered Signal to Noise ratios (SNRs). We will now
see to which extent this reduction also applies to the eﬃciency of SCA on SSS
masking.
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Fig. 1. Mutual Information values with respect to σ 2 (logarithmic scale)

4.2

Higher-Order DPA Evaluation

Let us assume that Z depends on the plaintext and of a subkey k  , and let
us denote by Z(k) the hypothetic value of Z for a guess k on k  . In a higherorder DPA (HO-DPA) [13,18], the attacker tests the guess k by estimating the
correlation coeﬃcient ρ [ϕ̂(Z(k)), C(L)], where C is a combining function that
converts the multivariate leakage L into a univariate signal and where ϕ̂ is a
prediction function chosen such that ϕ̂(Z) is correlated as much as possible
to C(L). The guess k leading to the greatest correlation (in absolute value) is
selected as key-candidate. In [12], the authors show that the number of traces
required to mount a successful DPA attack is roughly quadratic in ρ−1 where
ρ is the correlation coeﬃcient ρ [ϕ̂(Z), C(L)] (that is the expected correlation
for the correct key guess). The latter can therefore be used as a metric for the
eﬃciency of a (HO-)DPA attack.
The analysis conducted in [18] states that a good choice for C is the normalized
product combining:

C:L→
(Li − E [Li ]).
(5)
i

Although the eﬀectiveness of the normalized product combining has been only
studied in [18] in the context of Boolean masking, we can argue that this
combining function stays a natural choice against any kind of masking since
ρ [ϕ̂(Z(k)), C(L)] is related to the multivariate correlation1 between ϕ̂(Z(k))
1

What we call multivariate correlation here is the straightforward generalization of
the correlation coeﬃcient to more than two variables (see [24]).
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and every coordinate of L [24]. Besides, in the presence of (even little) noise in
the side-channel leakage, the HO-DPA with normalized product combining is
nowadays the most eﬃcient unproﬁled attack against Boolean masking in the
literature (see for instance [18,24,17]).
From Corollary 8 in [18], the optimal correlation ρSSS for the correct key
hypothesis can be obtained as:

 

Var E L1 × L2 |Z = z


ρSSS =
(6)
Var L1 × L2
Formally, when the leakage satisﬁes (4) with ϕ = HW and Bi ∼ N (0, σ 2 ) , the
coeﬃcient ρSSS obtained for the 2-nd order leakage of 1-st order SSS masking
satisﬁes:

n3 · (2n+1 − 4n − 1)
,
(7)
ρSSS =
α2 · σ 4 + α1 · σ 2 + α0
where n is the bit-size of Z, and
α2 = 192 · 2n − 24n+4 − 64 − 208 · 4n + 96 · 8n
α1 = (40 · 8n − 64 · 4n − 8 · 16n + 32 · 2n )n2
+(88 · 8n + 128 · 2n − 24n+4 − 168 · 4n − 32)n
α0 = (8n − 3 · 4n + 6 · 2n − 4)n4 + (−4 · 16n + 14 · 8n − 16 · 4n + 2 · 2n + 4)n3
+(23 · 8n − 4 · 16n − 44 · 4n + 34 · 2n − 8)n2 + (10 · 4n − 3 · 8n − 9 · 2n + 2)n
(8)
Remark 1. In order to endorse our choice of targeted variables, we also computed
the correlation coeﬃcient corresponding to another 2rd-order leakage of SSS
masking targeting the pair (a, a·x+ Z) with the corresponding pair of prediction
functions: the Dirac function δ0 (δ0 (x) = 0 ⇔ x = 0) and the Hamming weight.
We observed for several values of n and σ that the correlation coeﬃcient was
always lower than ρSSS .
Regarding Boolean masking, it has been shown in [20] that the correlation ρbool
corresponding to HO-DPA with normalized product combining against dth-order
Boolean masking satisﬁes (in the Hamming weight model):
√
n
ρbool = (−1)d
.
(9)
d+1
(n + 4σ 2 ) 2
SSS
From (7) and (9), we deﬁne the ratio ν as: ν = ρρbool
.
Let us denote by NSSS (resp. Nbool ) the number of leakage measurements for
a successful attack on SSS masking (resp. Boolean masking). According to [12],
NSSS and Nbool are roughly quadratic in the values of the correlation values.
NSSS
Hence the ratio N
satisﬁes:
bool

NSSS
1
≈ 2 .
Nbool
ν

(10)
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Table 4. Ratio 1/ν 2 for several Boolean masking orders with respect to 1O-order SSS
masking
Attack \ SNR
+∞
1
1/2 1/5 1/10
3O-DPA on 2O Boolean Masking 4544.83 899.99 374.33 94.17 22.70
4O-DPA on 3O Boolean Masking 568.10 56.25 15.60 1.96 0.21
5O-DPA on 4O Boolean Masking 71.01 3.52 0.65 0.04 0.002

Table 4 illustrate this relation giving the value 1/ν 2 for diﬀerent values of SNRs.
Values greater (resp. lower) than 1 indicate that SSS masking is more (resp. less)
secure than the considered attack.
Due to (10), SSS masking is more secure than dth-order Boolean masking if
and only if |ν| ≤ 1. Comparing the resistance of the Boolean masking and SSS
masking against HO-DPA thus amounts to study when |ν| ≤ 1 is satisﬁed. We
can note that |ν| is an increasing function of σ and a decreasing function of
n. Let us denote by ϑ the maximal variance of the noise such that |ν| ≤ 1 is
satisﬁed. For the ﬁrst values of d, we have:
⎧
⎪
⎪
⎨

+∞
282.2683
ϑ=
13.2072
⎪
⎪
⎩
3.4036

if
if
if
if

d = 1,
d = 2,
d = 3,
d = 4.

(11)

Eventually Fig. 2 sums up our main theoretical results. In particular, it illustrates
the fact that the coeﬃcient ρSSS is lower than ρbool (computed for d = 3) only
when the noise variance σ 2 is lower than 13.2072.

Fig. 2. Correlation values with respect to σ 2 (logarithmic scale)
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Table 5. Number of leakage measurements for a 90% success rate
Attack \ SNR
+∞
1
1/2
1/5
1/10
Attacks against Boolean Masking
2O-DPA on 1O Boolean Masking
150
500
1500
6000
20 000
2O-MIA on 1O Boolean Masking
100
5000 15 000 50 000 160 000
3O-DPA on 2O Boolean Masking
1500
9000 35 000 280 000 > 106
3O-MIA on 2O Boolean Masking
160
160 000 650 000 > 106
> 106
Attacks against SSS Masking
2O-DPA on 1O SSS Masking
> 106
> 106 > 106
> 106
> 106
6
6
6
2O-MIA on 1O SSS Masking
500 000 > 10
> 10
> 10
> 106
6
6
6
6
3O-DPA on 2O SSS Masking
> 10
> 10
> 10
> 10
> 106
6
6
6
6
3O-MIA on 2O SSS Masking
> 10
> 10
> 10
> 10
> 106

4.3

Attack Simulations

In order to confront our theoretical analyses to practical evaluation, we performed several attacks simulations. We then applied several side-channel distinguishers to leakage measurements simulated in the Hamming weight model with
Gaussian noise. The leakage measurements have been simulated as samples of
the random variables Li deﬁned according to equation (4) with ϕ = HW and
Bi ∼ N (0, σ 2 ) (the diﬀerent Bi ’s are also assumed independent). For all the
attacks, the sensitive variable Z was chosen to be an AES S-box output of the
form S(M ⊕ k  ) where M represents a varying plaintext byte and k  represents
the key byte to recover.
Side-Channel Distinguishers. We applied two kind of side-channel distinguishers: higher-order DPA such as described in Sect. 4.2 and higher-order MIA.
In a HO-MIA [15,7], the distinguisher is the mutual information: the guess k
is tested by estimating I(ϕ̂(Z(k)); L). As mutual information is a multivariate
operator, this approach does not involve a combining function.
Targeted Variables. Each attack was applied against the leakages of SSS masking, and Boolean masking. The target variables are those listed in Sect. 4.1 for
Z being S(X ⊕ k  ).
Prediction Functions. For each DPA, we choose ϕ̂ to be the optimal prediction
function :
ϕ̂ : z → E [C(L)|Z = z] .
(12)
This leads us to select the Hamming weight function in the attacks against both
SSS and Boolean masking of any order.
For the MIA attacks, we choose ϕ̂ such that it maximizes the mutual information I(ϕ̂(Z(k)); L) for k = k  while ensuring that the mutual information is lower
for k = k  . In our case, every HO-MIA against both SSS and Boolean masking is
performed with ϕ̂ = HW since the distribution of (HW(Z ⊕m0 ), HW(m0 )) (resp.
(HW(Z
 ⊕ a0 · x0 , x0 ), HW(Z ⊕ a0 · x1 , x1 ))) only depends on HW(Z). Therefore

I Z; (HW(Z ⊕ m0 ), HW(m0 )) = I HW(Z); (HW(Z ⊕ m0 ), HW(m0 )) .
Note that the same relation holds at every masking order.
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Pdf Estimation Method. For the (HO-)MIA attacks, we use the histogram
estimation method with rule of [8] for the bin-widths selection.
Attack Simulation Results. Each attack simulation is performed 100 times for
various SNR values (+∞, 1, 1/2, 1/5 and 1/10). Table 5 summarizes the number
of leakage measurements required to observe a success rate of 90% in retrieving k 
for the diﬀerent attacks.These results shows the security improvement provided
by SSS masking with respect to boolean masking. This gain of security can be
explained by the fact that an attacker does not have direct access to the mask
a1 · xi , hence the relation between the key and the targeted variables is much
more noisy than for boolean masking.

5

Conclusion

In this paper we propose a new alternative to boolean masking to secure implementations of AES against side channel attacks using Shamir’s Secret Sharing
scheme to share sensitive variables. We give implementation results and conduct a security analysis that clearly show that our scheme can provide a good
complexity-security trade-oﬀ compared to boolean masking. In particular, on
smart card implementation, where SNR value is around 1/2, 1O SSS masking
provides both a better security and complexity than 3O boolean masking. On
hardware implementations where the noise can be drastically reduced, 1O SSS
masking is to be compared to 4th order boolean masking, which increase the advantage of SSS masking. These results show that the opening to secret sharing
and secure multi-party computation can provide a good alternative to boolean
masking. This may be an interesting way to thwart HO-SCA. It is an open research topic to try the security and complexity of such a masking using other
kinds of secret sharing scheme.
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